
SLST Updated Covid-19 Protocols

Covid -19 at its affects on our operations will continue to be in flux for the
foreseeable future. So, here are our current guidelines. They  can be updated and
changed at any time. Our team must adhere to all local, state and federal guidelines.
We must also follow the USA Swimming and Louisiana Swimming protocols as well.

PRACTICE
Metairie—CC Christian

● We are eliminating the use of the back door to enter/exit unless and
re-utilizing the side door by the playground or the front hallway doors on
either side of the gym entrance.  We will use the back door for early morning
swim practices and holidays.

● Parents can use the bathrooms or bring their swimmer to the bathroom but
need to exit and walk along the white fence  to re-enter by the bathroom door

● Parent/Guardians allowed on deck: 1 parent per swimmer aged 8 and
under on our Recreational team or in Swim Lessons only

● Swimmers are recommended to be masked when walking in and out of the
facility or in congregating areas. You can remove your mask when sitting 6ft a
part

● Staff will not be masked when swimmers are in the pool. They will be masked
at transition times between groups.

● Parents of 10 and under swimmers in any group can come in for the last
10min of class to help your swimmer gather their belongings and get to your
car

● No congregating in bathrooms
● NO CHANGING SWIMMERS on the pool deck. This is a Safe Sport violation,

regardless of age.
● Hand washing post bathroom usage is expected
● Hand sanitizer is available when exiting

Terrytown, Terrytown Country Club

● Staff is to be Staff is to be masked when talking directly to swimmers with
less than 6ft separating

● Swimmers, since outdoors, do not have to masked when entering/exiting,
unless they are in .

● No congregating in bathrooms
● NO CHANGING SWIMMERS on the pool deck. This is a Safe Sport violation,

regardless of age.
● Hand washing post bathroom usage is expected
● Hand sanitizer is available when exiting

In case of a recommendation by the CDC or USA Swimming to reduce the number
of swimmers per lane or occupancy limits. We will:



Discontinue parent viewing for all age groups
Re-organize practice to meet the requirements with the maximum amount of
training possible with a strong emphasis on conditioning.

COMPETITIONS
Intrasquad: We must still adhere to the USA Swimming masked policy of
swimmers being masked up to the blocks pre-swim and post swim. They have
been extend through the end of July, for now.  This is regardless of whether our
competitions are indoor or outdoor
Away: We must follow the guidelines set in place by each facility we attend for
their meet. Their guidelines must not only adhere to the USA Swimming policies
but also their local and state government proclamations and their facility
requirements.  The MEET INVITATION describes how the meet will flow, if you
have any questions after reading, let me know and I will answer it or find the
answer from the host team for you.  These also may change closer to the meet
date.
DIRECT EXPOSURE/QUARANTINING PROTOCOL

Our quarantine protocol is the same as the Children’s Hospital NOLA chart. Where
direct exposure is considered 15min or more of unmasked time where you are less
than 6ft apart.  We rarely have opportunities for this type of exposure at practice and
are more at risk during our dry land times. Dry land is specifically outside (unless in
the weight room or bad weather) to avoid this.

If your swimmer is quarantined from school due to direct exposure or has had
direct exposure to someone who has tested positive for Covid-19 outside of
swimming, they should not be at practice unless they are
1) Vaccinated—post 12 days
2) Previously Tested positive Covid -19 in 3 months or less
3) Have taken a Covid-19 test post 5 days of exposure and test negative
If your child doesn’t want to be tested, no problem, it’s a 10 waiting period
If a swimmer reports that they have tested positive we will directly notify their
lane mates, dryland cohorts and coaching staff.  But, if we are following all
protocols on deck, there should be no opportunities for this to cause a spread.  A
swimmer who has tested positive for Covid -19 can return after:
1) After 7 days they are asymptomatic
2) Waiting 10 days without testing and exhibiting no symptoms

A training group will be quarantined for 10 days if 2 or more swimmers, from
separate households and schools, in that group have tested positive within 7 days of
each other.
Staff will be quarantined for 10 days if testing positive as well.


